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Siemens Maxim Dongle + software CD

Now you can unlock, repair, flash, read/write eeprom, remove user code (Phone Code) and change IMEI in

Siemens phones without problems. Software uses logger system which allows you also to read LOG from phone on your

customer's computer and let you generate MAP file on another. Then your customer can receive MAP file and write it to the

phone. Software is easy in use and at very competitive price - now our price is the best in the net !

Features:

SP lock remove

user code (Phone Code) remove

IMEI change

software bugs repair like dead phone and "Wrong Software' messages

read/write EEPROM

read/write FLASH, you can also change language packs

possiblity to create MAP files - thanks to it you can make all remotely. Your customer has to read phone using cable and free

logger and then he must send log file to you. Your maxim dongle will calculate LOG into MAP file. Then you send MAP file to

your customer. The last thing is to upload MAP file to the phone by our free logger.

It comes with the software:

- Siemens MAP Files Creator Ver. 3

(Create Siemens MAP Files from logs)

- Siemens MAP Files Creator Ver. 4 -XAK-

(Create Siemens MAP Files from logs)

- Siemens Direct IMEI Writer, Version 4.00

(Direct Unlock Phones and change IMEI)

- Siemens IMEI Writer, Version 4.02

(For making logs and write them back to Phone)

- UniSiemens Professional v4.00 beta

(Read and write full Flash from Siemens Phones)

This Software is working with:

C35

S35

http://www.gsm-support.net/
https://www.gsm-support.net/en/siemens-maxim-dongle-software-cd-p139


M35

C35 NEW

S35 NEW

A35

A36

A40

S40

C30

C45 ---> Limitation, direct unlocker not works on new BA Flash chips, you have to make a log with the logger, calc. it with

the mapmaker and play back with the logger

S45

ME45

SL45

Set includes:

Maxim dongle

CD with software and flash files
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